How to thrive beyond recession: Own your tech

The pandemic caused an unprecedented spike in online traffic, with US retail e-commerce revenue surging 28% in 2020. But as the digital landscape levels out and recession continues to loom, the ad revenue generated from quick and easy fixes that once worked; like legacy media partners and managed service providers (MSPs); will peter out. As the economy changes, so too should companies’ ad infrastructure — sooner rather than later.

Working with a SaaS technology partner instead of MSPs allows businesses to manage their own ad platform, better equipping them to thrive during times of economic downturn. Unlike MSPs, tech partners are built for long-term growth, offering better customer experience, and an unimpaired and reliable stream of ad revenue, which can help foster new business as revenue in other areas declines. With an existing 30% drop in average cart sizes, now is the time for retailers to invest in ownable ad infrastructure.

How the status quo is failing

The pandemic’s e-commerce boom bolstered the widespread success of MSPs and other out-of-the-box solutions, like media networks, SSPs, and DSPs. In perfect conditions, like 2020’s immense volume of online traffic, it’s unsurprising that these legacy media partners were able to offer retailers a decent profit, which is why many publishers still hesitate to own their ad platform directly.

But the truth is that these solutions aren’t built for the businesses they serve but for their own profit, which is generated off the back of their retail partners. On every front, the legacy media partners that dominate the market today fail to help retailers thrive, no matter the macro environment.

• They take ad revenue. Most MSPs have a shared-revenue model. While it’s essential that businesses invest in a high-quality ad platform to achieve long-term growth, losing chunks of revenue to a parasitic third-party is not a necessary step to get there.

• They monopolise advertiser relationships. Legacy media partners often act as a liaison between a business and its advertisers, controlling who advertises on publishers’ platforms and how. Not only can this lead to poor UX, but it can also mean less favorable ad revenue for retailers.

• They aren’t good for SEO. Structurally speaking, MSPs aren’t doing retailers any favors, either. A byproduct of client-side ad tags can include slower loading times, annoying pop-ups, or most severely, malware or PHI leakage — all factors which negatively impact the user experience. As consumers are having a bad time, so are publishers. Conversion rates drop by a factor of 0.11% for every additional second of load time.

• They don’t prioritise privacy. First-party data is a valuable commodity, even more so as third-party cookies and low-quality data gradually phases out. What publishers might not know is that when working with MSPs, their one-of-a-kind, first-party data can be hosted on other networks, putting it at risk of helping their competitors.

The challenges of client-side ad tags

• They don’t prioritise privacy. First-party data is a valuable commodity, even more so as third-party cookies and low-quality data gradually phases out. What publishers might not know is that when working with MSPs, their one-of-a-kind, first-party data can be hosted on other networks, putting it at risk of helping their competitors.

• They don’t prioritise customers. More downsides of client-side ad tags can include slower loading times, annoying pop-ups, or most severely, malware or PHI leakage — all factors which negatively impact the user experience. As consumers are having a bad time, so are publishers.

How SaaS technology partners differ

• They keep their revenue. Good tech partners offer transparent pricing models based on usage, not success, making for a reliable income stream that actually encourages growth.

• They manage their own advertiser relationships. Retailers who have their own ad platform directly control their relationships with advertisers, cutting down latency and boosting efficient turnaround.

• They can consolidate their data and ad serving solutions. Already-built solutions can help publishers streamline their data and ad serving solutions, allowing them to build out their own targeting options that their customers will love.

• They can prioritise data transparency. When working with a legacy media partner, there’s no guarantee that data is ethically-sourced or always accurate — like in the case of Facebook’s misreported metrics or the Amazon Alexa controversy.

How SaaS technology partners support change

• They can prioritise customers. Retailers who own their infrastructure utilise server-side ads. Unlike with client-side ad tags, this means faster loading times, total control over how ads look and are delivered, and the ability to curate UX per customer.

• They have better UX. Server-side ads let publishers build cohesive, better looking ads with faster loading times than MSPs.

Conclusion: It’s never too late to own your ad platform

Owning your ad platform is the first step businesses can take to show that they care beyond the bottom line, which will in turn, improve their value proposition. An unwillingness to sacrifice quality user experience or privacy, and a willingness to build something that lasts are the keys to not just surviving bad times, but thriving throughout them.